In a continuation of the Academic Structure Changes from the week of May 23-27, the Distance Learning Campus (DIST) and/or its corresponding locations have been removed from the following plans; these plans were previously assigned teach-out terms that are now complete and contain no active students at the associated locations.

**Plan Code: APSBAPS & APSBAPS2**
Description: Applied Computing
- **Removed Locations**: Douglas (DOUGLAS), Nogales (NOGALES), & Yuma (YUMA)
  - Effective Date: 05/23/2022

  Associated Subplans: CYBR
  Description: Cyber Operations
  - **Removed Locations**: Yuma (YUMA)
    - Effective Date: 05/23/2022

  Associated Subplans: HSV & HSV2
  Description: Human Services
  - **Removed Locations**: Yuma (YUMA)
    - Effective Date: 05/23/2022

  Associated Subplans: ORGL & ORGL2
  Description: Organizational Leadership
  - **Removed Distance Campus (DIST) and all its affiliated locations**
    - Effective Date: 05/23/2022

  Associated Subplans: REGCM & REGCM2
  Description: Regional Commerce
  - **Removed Distance Campus (DIST) and all its affiliated locations**
    - Effective Date: 05/23/2022

**Plan Code: CMRCBS & CMRCBS2**
Description: Commerce
- **Removed Distance Campus (DIST) and all its affiliated locations**
  - Effective Date: 05/23/2022

**Plan Code: GPSBA & GPSBA2**
Description: Government and Public Service
- **Removed Distance Campus (DIST) and all its affiliated locations**
  - Effective Date: 05/23/2022

  Associated Subplans: GLJ & GLJ2
  Description: Government, Law and Justice
  - **Removed Distance Campus (DIST) and all its affiliated locations**
    - Effective Date: 05/23/2022

  Associated Subplans: GN & GN2
  Description: General
Removed Distance Campus (DIST) and all its affiliated locations
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Associated Subplans: INSC & INSC2
Description: Intelligence & Nationl Secrity
Removed Distance Campus (DIST) and all its affiliated locations
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Associated Subplans: INTSEC & INTSEC2
Description: International Security
Removed Distance Campus (DIST) and all its affiliated locations
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Plan Code: UAZSTMINU
Description: CAST Thematic
Removed Locations: Chandler (CHANDLER), Douglas (DOUGLAS), & Nogales (NOGALES)
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Associated Subplans: ETE
Description: Educational Technology
Removed Distance Campus (DIST) and all its affiliated locations
Effective Date: 05/23/2022

Associated Subplans: HSE
Description: Human Services
Removed Locations: (CHANDLER) & Nogales (NOGALES)
Effective Date: 05/23/2022